QSME NEWSLETTER
Quincy Society of Model Engineers

Volume 2011 Issue ?

Club News and Events
The issue with a question mark is really more appropriate than anyone could realize because I really
have no idea what issue this is. I apologize for being late again with the newsletter because of the
problems with my back, my shoulders and my wrists. However I now think I can begin to again
produce several more newsletters.
Our QSME Family has had to face so much tragedy since the first of the year that it is difficult where
to start. So I guess I will just choose a chronological approach.
First: was the death of our dear friend Judith Winklemann. A little over a year ago a
doctor in Springfield, IL diagnosed her with ovarian cancer. If you have known anyone
who suffers from the disease you have found out that it is first very hard to diagnose
and secondly it is a rapid spreading disease. If you knew Judy, you knew that she
was going to fight it with everything that she had and she did just that! She fought it
tooth and nail refusing to give in until the last breath and beat of her heart. Our
condolences go out to Joe and the rest of his family she will be greatly missed.

Second: came the death of club member Mac Fisher’s sister Carolyn Bastian who
went to be with our Lord in May. She was one of the founders of SPC Graphics in
1987 along side Mac and served for many years on the Board of Director’s of the
Mark Twain Home. She will be sorely missed by family and friends.

And Third: It is with great sadness that we mark the death of one of our youngest members Gavin
Roskamp 16. Who died in a tragic automobile accident in southern Hancock County
June, 6th. Gavin, along with Kathy Reinig 18 of Warsaw, IL were killed and three other
passengers were injured. Our hearts go out to Max, Deb, John and Justin Roskamp
and the Reinig family. A lot of the club members knew Gavin as he came with Max
starting when he was very little and started running trains. However, trains were not
his major passion but put a computer into his hands and he was a computer whiz. For
more about that go to YouTube.com and look up Gavin Roskamp! At last count there
were nearly 100 uploads. At the age of 16 he was a teacher, if you had a computer
problem he would usually get it fixed. Gavin’s funeral was probably unique because it
featured Keokuk’s well known McNamara’s Band in which Gavin had played first
trombone. Deb, John and Max are also involved in the band. Gavin’s was not the only
unusual funeral for the club members. Judith’s featured Abraham and Mary Todd
Lincoln in costume marking Judy’s years in a key position with the Abraham Lincoln
Home and Museum in Springfield, IL and was only the second time in the history of the
John Wood Mansion that it was decorated with black wreaths, ribbons and bows
honoring her service as Superintendent of the mansion in Quincy.
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Amtrak Good News
Is it high gasoline prices or better service or both that has given Amtrak a solid boost in ridership in
the first half of its fiscal year? Whatever it is, it’s certainly good news. The Quincy Herald Whig carried
a page one story back the end of May. For example Amtrak’s two Quincy – Chicago trains saw
19,745 passengers in April 2011 up from 17,960 in April 2010. The increase this year is up 8.6 per
center over last year. Both the Illinois Zephyr (early train) and the mid-day Carl Sandberg are showing
steady increases. National ridership is also on the increase. In the last full fiscal year more than 28.7
million passengers rode Amtrak.
Updates
If by any chance you have kept some record of layouts operated by club members let me help
bring you up to date with some late information plus a look at the progress on the Benezette steel mill
complex.
Mac Fisher began major changes to his layout last year and now has new operation potentials that
are rapidly taking shape. In a previous newsletter we mentioned how Mac will have a great deal more
track not only completely new track but re-working of some of the already established tracks and
locations on the layout.

When you enter the basement at Mac’s it is down the steps to the left of this picture. In the foreground
the section with the buildings is the area which contains the downtown riverfront at Hannibal. A
retaining wall (unpainted in this photo) would actually be the Mississippi river but instead separates
the town from six storage tracks that will contain trains ready for main line operation.
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To t To the left
is the section
shown in the
previous photo.
You can just
see the edge of
the
retaining
wall behind a
red
caboose.
The area to the
right of this
photo is what
Mac
has
dubbed
the
yards
at
Hannibal. In the
right rear is an
engine facility
with
a
roundhouse
and a turntable.
The 1st and 3rd
tracks at the
right are arrival
and departure
tracks. The 2nd
track
is
an
escape
track
for
incoming
engines.
To
the left is the
coach yard where complete passenger trains can be assembled. At the end of the coach yard tracks
are service and repair tracks for the passenger cars including one track to provide food stuffs and
equipment for dining cars. And look at the space in between for yard type buildings, plus the neatest
part of all this is the ability to operate the yards and trains from both sides. At this point it appears all
turnouts will be hand operated.
Looking across Hannibal to
the staging yard and finally
in the distance is what will
be a city in Minnesota and
the northern end of the
railroad. The track coming
toward us in the middle will
be removed. If they weren’t
40 years difference Mac’s
railroad and Jim Keller’s
could
be
connecting
operations.
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This is the former town of New Bedford which will become a city in southern Minnesota. At the far
end again is the northern Minnesota town that will be the northern most end of the railroad. CB&Q
#3006 a Hudson is waiting to pull out with a passenger train.
This is the new
town
at
the
northern end of
the railroad. The
tracks will be
revised to allow
for constructing a
coach yard and
the servicing of
passenger trains.
The
next
photo shows the
city at the foot of the stairs from the first floor of Mac and Susan’s home. Nothing in that town will be
changed as it is the most completely detailed of the towns on Mac’s railroad. One of my favorite
scenes is outside a 1920s and early 30s bar and has the look of south side Chicago. The only thing
missing is some guy holding a sub-machine gun. If you think I am stretching a point I’m not. My Dad
worked in south Chicago in the 20s and told me stories of the criminal action while he was there.
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CB&Q 2-8-2
# 4973 is
setting on the
turntable
bridge
waiting to go
to
work
pulling a train
north.
Mac’s
railroad will
run
from
Hannibal to
Minnesota
through
northeastern Missouri, then eastern Iowa via Keokuk, Fort Madison, Burlington and the Quad Cities.
In addition to Mac’s work Al Durand has now started his basement layout. I have not seen it yet
but like Mac’s and the Benezette Steel mill it is being laid with “Fast Track” switches. Somewhere in
the next couple of months I’ll get some pictures on Al’s layout and an update on Jim Keller’s work.
On the minus side, Van McCullough has had to dismantle his layout since him and his wife,
Yvonne are moving to a retirement home in Springfield. It is not a complete loss since Van has
saved some of the layout to be built in the garage of their home. He has also sold quite a few
engines to Al and Mac and the rest of his engines and rolling stock have been saved. The Mauvaise
Terre Valley RR will run again.
Amtrak is celebrating its 40th anniversary with a trip across the county and a 40th anniversary special
train. It is scheduled to be in our area in September. The closest stops will be St. Louis and
Galesburg with a two day stop in St. Louis on September 10th and 11th and Galesburg on
September 24th and 25th.. The trip between the two cities could be through either Springfield or
West Quincy. If we can find out the route we will let you know. Thanks Jeff for locating the web site.
It is at www.amtrak40th.com .
Speaking of Amtrak, in mid-June Jeff got this rare photo. It is Amtrak’s Carl Sandberg headed toward
Quincy meeting and passing a waiting eastbound BNSF freight at Ewbanks.
This is the first
time in 15 years
that Jeff has had a
chance to get and
Amtrak meeting a
stopped freight
near Quincy.
Patience pays off,
Jeff.
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Train Festival 2011 in the Quad Cities. Jeff says there was not the amount steam that showed up as
there was in Owosso Mich., but it’s hard to tell from this photo. The smoke is coming from one of
those little 0-4-0 teakettles just out of the picture to the right. I though this shot showing the
difference between BNSF 6688, a diesel of today’s design and the shovel nose E-5 from IRM, one
of the earlier diesels, gives us a great comparison. Personally I prefer the E-5. It came from to Quad
Cities along with it’s great IRM companion the Nebraska Zephyr. I suppose this picture also shows
why America has so few operating steam engines. It is certainly gives the NIMBY’s plenty of
ammunition in their campaign again steam trains.
Photo Jeff Heine
Here’s A Look at a Completely Changed Layout In Our State Capital
While Van McCullough will temporarily lose his own layout, he will get to run on a completely
restored 30 by 40 foot layout in Springfield, owned by the Springfield Model Railroad who has
invited Van to join them. In July Jim Keller and Gary Roe were invited to visit the club and came
away with some very positive opinions.

I do not know much about it, but it is a good example of a well built layout.
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Here is a rather large storage yard on the layout. Jim and Gary say they do not operate on a
standard basis like we do, but only have operating sessions when the president calls them;
otherwise it is basically just train running.

Here’s a yard on the layout with a tower just above the bottom of the frame. It appears they plan an
overpass highway over the yard.

Above is a nice sized passenger station and very well built and detailed.
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These trays contain more rolling stock, mostly
owned by the members along with other
projects on which the members are working.
Gary Roe says 75% of the engines and
rolling stock are owned by the members
instead of the club.

I love this picture with all the
buildings, the vehicles and
the people. But the thing that
makes me really pleased are
the stoplights.
First note that they all work
and then note they are not
all the same color. You
guessed it, they work in
stagger just like the one
downtown in almost any city.
The streets are also marked
for lanes. The scene is also
modern with yellow center
lines including double lines
indicating no passing.
There are ple nty of buildings
on the layout with enough to
make it look like a real large
city and still plenty of track
room for the trains.

Van says one of the things
they really need and he will
be glad to work on, is a
round house and steam engine facility
Incidentally Van says his new layout, when done, will feature three turntables and a wye. As
one of the Jacksonville group put it, there will be no shortage of facilities on which to turn and
engine. Van and Yvonne should be in their new home sometime in late October, but he is planning
to attend our open house.
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What Needs to Be Done
In addition to a large amount of work required to complete the steel mill complex there are
several small projects to finish or repairs to be made. For example the new depot at Glen Hazel
needs to be installed and scenery and steps installed to link the station with the track side. Among
other things are the following. Check all scenery for broken or bent trees and remove them; locate
and re-glue figures that have fallen over; install electricity back to the red lantern in the corner of the
yard at Keating (there are several railroad employees holding a bull session and the lantern is on
the stack of ties) this requires a gentle touch; remove dust from all water; and attempt to clean
streets in Keating. I also have a box full of utility poles. They have the insulators already painted, but
the pole portion needs to be painted. I have the paint and a brush. The cross arms do not need
painting but the poles do. If you look at a pole you will note they are not brown, but a gray black
combination. The ones I have require having the bases cut off and then planted down about a half
inch into the scenery along the tracks. Be sure they are set back far enough to clear any rolling
stock. Another step that can be easily done is to check the layout for anything shiny that does not
belong. Remember in real life nothing is shiny except, ice, water and autos or glass windows. All
you need to do is use can of Dulcote and remove the shine.
Another Old Depot Found
On a trip over Missouri highway 6 to Lewistown earlier this year I happened to look north along
the highway just after reaching the village limits and I saw an old depot. It’s about three blocks north
of the highway sitting on some ground that has not been mowed in a long time.

I am not sure if this is a depot from the original railroad, the Quincy, Omaha and Kansas City or
Hogback Road. The last segment of that railroad, between Quincy and Kirksville went out of
operation in 1982. The only thing new on the building is the “Lewistown” sign with white letters on a
blue background. The building was turned 90 degrees counter clockwise, moved several blocks
east from its original location and then about 5 or 6 blocks north across the highway.
I plan to issue at least two more newsletters before the open house and one before
Christmas, but after that we will need a new editor to take over this job. It could be reduced to a
quarterly newsletter to make it easier.

Remember Model Railroading is fun!!
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